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Abstract
This paper presents a speech/music discriminator for radio
recordings, based on a new and computationally efficient region growing technique, that bears its origins in the field of
image segmentation. The proposed scheme operates on a
single feature, a variant of the spectral entropy, which is extracted from the audio recording by means of a short-term
processing technique. The proposed method has been tested
on recordings from radio stations broadcasting over the Internet and, despite its simplicity, has proved to yield performance results comparable to more sophisticated approaches.
Keywords: Speech/music discrimination, spectral-entropy,
region growing techniques

1. Introduction
The problem of speech/music discrimination is important
in a number of audio content characterization applications.
Since the first attempts in the mid 90’s, a number of algorithms have been implemented in various application fields.
The majority of the proposed methods deal with the problem
in two separate steps: firstly, the audio signal is split into
segments by detecting abrupt changes in the signal statistics
and at a second step the extracted segments are classified as
speech or music by using standard classification schemes.
One of the first methods focused on the real-time, automatic monitoring of radio channels, using energy and zerocrossing rate (ZCR) as features [1]. In [2], thirteen audio
features were used to train different types of multidimensional classifiers, including a Gaussian MAP estimator and
a nearest neighbor classifier. In [3], energy, ZCR and fundamental frequency were used as features and segmentation/classification was achieved by means of a procedure
based on heuristic rules. A similar approach was proposed
in [4]. Frameworks based on combinations of standard Hidden Markov Models, Multilayer Perceptrons and Bayesian
Networks were used in [5] and [6]. An Adaboost-based algorithm, applied on the spectrogram of the audio samples,
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was used in [7]. The authors in [8] have used Gaussian Mixture Modeling on a single feature, called Warped LPC-based
spectral centroid, for the classification of pre-segmented audio data to speech and music.
In this paper, a different philosophy is adopted, that bears
its origins in the field of image segmentation. The main idea
is that, if speech/music discrimination is treated as a segmentation problem (where each segment is labeled as either
speech or music), then each of the segments can be the result
of a segment (region) growing technique, where one starts
from small regions (segments) and keeps expanding them
as long as certain criteria are fulfilled. This approach has
been used in the past in the context of image segmentation,
where a number of pixels are usually selected as candidates
(seeds) for region growing. In image segmentation, regions
grow by attaching neighboring pixels, provided that certain
criteria are fulfilled. These criteria usually examine the relationship between statistics drawn from the region and the
pixel values to be attached.
Following this philosophy, a feature sequence is first extracted from the audio recording, by means of a short-term
processing technique. To this end, a variant of the spectral
entropy is extracted per short-term frame. Once the feature
sequence is generated, a number of frames are selected as
candidates for region expansion. Starting from these seeds,
segments grow and keep expanding as long as the standard
deviation of the feature values in each region remains below
a pre-defined threshold. In the end, adjacent segments are
merged and short segments are eliminated. All segments
that have survived are labeled as music, whereas the rest
of the feature sequence is tagged as speech. The novelty
of our approach lies in the fact that ideas from the field of
image segmentation are applied in the context of off-line
speech/music discrimination, yielding a computationally efficient algorithm that achieves high discrimination accuracy.
The paper is organized as follows: the next Section focuses on feature extraction, Section 3 presents the region
growing technique, the performance of the proposed algorithm is discussed in Section 4 and finally conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.

2. Feature extraction
At a first step, the audio recording is broken into a sequence
of non-overlapping short-term frames (46.4ms long). From

each frame, a variant of the spectral entropy [9] is extracted
as follows, by taking into account the frequency range up to
approximately 2KHz (by definition, entropy is a measure of
the uncertainty or disorder in a given distribution [10]):

f = 1127.01048 ∗ log(fl /700 + 1)
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• All computations are carried on a mel-scale, i.e., the
frequency axis is warped according to the equation
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where fl is the frequency value on a linear scale.
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• The mel-scaled spectrum of the short-term frame is
divided into L sub-bands (bins). The center frequencies of the sub-bands are chosen to coincide with the
frequencies of semitones of the chromatic scale, i.e.,
k

f0 ∗ 2 12
fk = 1127.01048∗log(
+1), k = 0, . . . , L−1
700
where f0 is the center frequency of the lowest subband of interest (on a linear scale).
• The energy Xi of the i-th sub-band, i = 0, . . . , L − 1,
is then normalized by the total energy of all the subXi
, i = 0, . . . , L − 1.
bands, yielding ni = PL−1
i=0

Xi

The entropy of the normalized spectral energy is then
computed by the equation:
H=−

L−1
X

ni · log2 (ni )

(1)
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Figure 1. Chromatic entropy for 26 seconds of a BBC radio
recording.

this procedure, all segments that have survived correspond
to music, whereas all frames that do not belong to such segments are considered to be speech segments. The procedure
is described in detail as follows:
Initialization step - Seed generation: If T is the length
of the feature sequence, a “seed” is chosen every M frames,
M being a pre-defined constant. If K is the total number
of seeds and ik is the frame index of the k-th seed, then the
frame indexes of the seeds form the set
{i1 , i2 , . . . , iK }

i=0

In the sequel we will also refer to this feature by the term
“chromatic entropy”. At the end of the feature extraction
stage, the audio recording is thus represented by the feature
sequence F, i.e., F = {O1 , O2 , . . . , OT }, where T is the
number of short-term frames. Figure 1 presents the feature
sequence that has been extracted from a BBC radio recording, the first half of which corresponds to speech and the
second half corresponds to music. It can be observed that
the standard deviation of chromatic entropy is significantly
lower for the case of music.

3. Segmentation Algorithm
Once the feature sequence has been extracted, speech/music
discrimination is achieved by means of a region growing
technique. The main idea behind this approach is that, at
an initialization stage, a number of frames are selected as
“seeds”, i.e., as candidates, that will serve as the basis to
form regions (segments). Subsequently, by means of an iterative procedure, these regions will grow (expand) while a
criterion related to the standard deviation of the chromatic
entropy is fulfilled. The procedure is repeated until no more
region growing takes place. At a final step, neighboring regions are merged and after merging, regions that do not exceed a pre-specified length are eliminated. At the end of

The k-th seed is considered to form a region, Rk consisting
of a single frame, i.e., Rk = {Oik } where Oik is the feature
value of the respective frame.
Iteration: In this step, every region, Rk , is expanded by
examining the feature values of the two frames that are adjacent to the boundaries of Rk . To this end, let lk and rk
be the indexes that correspond to the leftmost and rightmost
frames of Rk respectively. Clearly, if Rk consists of a single
frame, then lk = rk = ik . Following this notation, lk − 1
and rk + 1 are the indexes of the two frames which are adjacent to the left and right boundary of Rk , respectively. Our
algorithm decides to expand Rk to include Olk −1 , if Olk −1
is not already part of any other region and if the standard
deviation of the feature values of this expanded region is below a pre-defined threshold Th , common to all regions. In
other words, if the standard deviation of feature values for
Olk −1 ∪ Rk is less than Th , then, at the end of this step Rk
will have grown one frame to left. Similarly, if Ork +1 is not
already part of any other region and if the standard deviation
of the feature values in Rk ∪ Ork +1 is less than Th , then Rk
will also grow by one frame to its right. At the end of this
step, each Rk will have grown by at most two frames. It has
to be noted that, certain regions may not grow at all, because
both frames that are adjacent to their boundaries, already belong to other regions. At the end of the step, it is examined

whether at least one region has grown by at least one frame.
If this is the case, this step is repeated until no more region
growing takes place.
Termination: After region growing has been completed,
adjacent regions (if any) are merged to form larger segments.
Finally, after merging is complete, short regions are eliminated by comparing their length with a pre-defined threshold, say Tmin .
Ideally, all segments (regions) that survive at the end of
the algorithm should correspond to music and any frame
outside these regions should correspond to speech. This is
because the proposed scheme relies on the assumption that
music segments exhibit low standard deviation in terms of
the adopted feature (see Figure 1). As will be explained
in the next section, our approach, despite its simplicity, exhibits a high discrimination accuracy.
Finally it has to be noted that the proposed algorithm
is dependent on three parameters, namely M , the distance
(measured in frames) between successive seeds, Th , the threshold for standard deviation (based on which region growing
takes place) and Tmin , the minimum segment length (used
in the final stage of the algorithm). The choice of values for
these parameters is explained in the next section.

4. Experiments
We carried out two sets of experiments, each of which on a
separate dataset, in order to:
a) Determine the values of the parameters of the method,
subject to two different maximization criteria, namely overall discrimination accuracy and music precision. The latter
refers to the proportion of audio data in the recording that
corresponds to music and was also classified as music (see
also subsections 4.2 and 4.3). It has to be noted that by maximizing music precision, overall discrimination accuracy is
likely to decrease. Although this is undesirable if the proposed method is used as a standalone discriminator, it may
not be a restriction if it is used as a low-complexity preprocessing step for music detection. In this case, high music
precision (close to 100%) ensures that all detected segments
are correctly classified as music, and all remaining parts of
the audio recording can be subsequently fed to other, more
sophisticated discrimination schemes, for further processing.
b) Assess the algorithm’s performance, using the parameters
extracted from maximizing the desired criteria.
4.1. Datasets
The audio data used for the above purposes was collected
from seven different BBC Internet radio stations, covering
a wide range of music genres and speakers. Obviously, the
dataset used for testing system performance was different
from the dataset used for parameter tuning. More specifically, 30 minutes of audio recordings (dataset D1 ), were
used for estimating parameter values. To this end, an ex-

haustive approach was adopted, i.e., each parameter was allowed to vary within a predefined range of values. For system testing, a different dataset, D2 , was created, consisting
of audio recordings of a total duration of 160 minutes. A
16KHz sampling rate was used in all cases. All recordings (of both datasets) were manually segmented and labeled as speech or music. It has to be noted that “silent” segments, i.e. segments with almost zero energy) were treated
as speech, under the observation that such segments usually
occur between speech segments. This manual segmentation
procedure revealed that 69.77% of the data was music and
30.23% was speech.
4.2. Segmentation results for maximizing the overall accuracy
The parameter estimation process, subject to maximizing
discrimination accuracy for dataset D1 , led to the values of
Table 1.
Threshold
0.50

Min. Duration
3.0 sec

Seed Dist
2.0 sec

Table 1. Parameter values subject to maximizing discrimination accuracy over D1

Using the above parameter values, our method was then
tested on D2 . The proposed scheme classified 75.10% of
the data in D2 as music and 24.90% as speech. Table 2
presents the average confusion matrix C, of the discrimination results. Each element Ci,j of the matrix corresponds to

Music
Speech

Music
69.13%
5.97%

Speech
0.65%
24.25%

Table 2. Average confusion matrix for D2 using the parameter
values in Table 1

the percentage of data whose true class label was i and was
classified to class j. From C one can directly extract the
following measures for each class:
1. Recall (Ri ). Ri is the proportion of data with true
class label i, that were correctly classified in that class.
For example, the recall of music is calculated as R1 =
C1,1
C1,1 +C1,2 .
2. Precision (Pi ). Pi is the proportion of data classified
as class i, whose true class label is indeed i. ThereC1,1
.
fore, music precision is P1 = C1,1 +C
2,1
According to the confusion matrix, the overall discrimination accuracy of our system is equal to 93.38% (C1,1 +
C2,2 ). Table 3 presents recall and precision values for both
speech and music. From this table, it can be seen that, more
than 99% of the “true” music data was detected, while the
”false alarm” for the music class was below 8%.

Music Recall
Speech Recall
Music Precision
Speech Precision

99.07%
80.25%
92.05%
97.39%

Music Recall
Speech Recall
Music Precision
Speech Precision

82.73%
98.78%
99.36%
71.25%

Table 3. Recall and Precision of both classes for the parameter
values in Table 1

Table 6. Recall and Precision of both classes for the parameter
values in Table 4

4.3. Segmentation results for maximizing music precision

all surviving segments correspond to music. Taking into account these results, it can be concluded that the proposed
algorithm is capable of working both:

As explained above, we have also estimated the parameter
values subject to maximizing music precision. The resulting
values are presented in Table 4.
Threshold
0.30

Min. Duration
5.0 sec

Seed Dist
2.0 sec

Table 4. Parameter values subject to maximizing music precision

1. As a standalone speech/music discriminator of high
performance.
2. As a computationally efficient preprocessing stage for
music detection in audio streams (when the parameters are tuned to maximize music precision). In this
latter case, non-music segments can be further processed
by more complex discrimination schemes.
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5. Conclusions
This paper presented a computationally efficient, off-line
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